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THENONEQUIVALENCEOF' HIGH SCHOOL EQUIVALENTS
ABSTRACT
Thispaper analyzes the causes and consequences of the
growing proportion of high-school-certified persons who achieve
that status by exam certification rather than through high school
graduation. Exam-certified high school equivalents are
statistically indistinguishable from high school dropouts. Both
dropouts and exam-certified equivalents have comparably poor
wages, earnings, hours of work, unemployment experiences and job
tenure. This is so whether or not ability measures are used to
control for differences. Whatever differences are foundamong
exam-certified equivalents, high school dropouts and high school
graduates are accounted for by their years of schooling
completed. There is no cheap substitute for schooling. The only
payoff to exam certification arises from its value in opening
post-secondary schooling and training opportunities. However,
exam-certified equivalents receive lower returns to most forms of
post-secondary education and training.
We also discuss the political economy of the recent rapid
growth of exam certification. There has been growth in direct
government subsidies to adult basic education programs that
feature exam certification as an output. In addition, there has
been growth in government subsidies to post-secondary schooling
programs that require certification in order to qualify for
benefits. These sources account for the rapid growth in the use
of exam certification in the face of the low economic returns to
it.
James J. Heckman Stephen V. Cameron
Department of Economics Economics Research Center
University of Chicago University of Chicago
1126 E. 59th Street iiss E. 60th Street
Chicago, IL 60637 Chicago, IL 60637
and NBERThis paper examines the causes and consequences of a neglected social phenomenon- the recent
rapid growth in the fraction of persons who achieve high school certification by means ofan equivalency
exam rather than through the traditional route of high school graduation. In 1968,only five percent of
all new high school certificates were awarded through equivalency exams. By 1987, the
corresponding
figure was in excess of fourteen percent. In 1968, only two percent of all persons who completed their
education with high school degrees were exam certified, in 1987, the correspondingfigure was almost
eleven percent.
Conventional wisdom and statistical practice equates the two types of certification. Forexample,
it was only in 1988 that the Current Population Survey - the central framework for socioeconomic
accounting in the U.S.-distinguished the two types of certification in standard surveys. The 1990 U.s.
PopulationCensus is the first to distinguish exam-certified equivalents from high school graduates.
This paper challenges the conventional wisdom. Exam-certified high school equivalentsare not
identical to traditional high school graduates in terms of their ability as measured bya standard
psychometric test (the Armed Forces Qualifying Test), in terms of their wages and hours of work or in
terms of their post-certification educational and training decisions. We demonstrate that exam-certified
high school equivalents are psychometrically inferior to traditional high school graduates. We note
elsewhere (Cameron and Heckman, 199 la,b) that the detenninants of high school certification by exam
are very different from the determinants of traditional high school graduation. We demonstrate here that
the economic consequences of the two avenues of high school certification are quite different - exam
certified persons are indistinguishable from high school dropouts who are uncertified. Differences in
wages among high school graduates, exam certified equivalents and dropouts are accounted for by years
of schooling attained. There is little evidence of value added from exam certification beyond the effect
of years of schooling completed on wages. However, exam-certified graduates are more likely to take
vocational and technical training while traditional high school graduates are more likely to attend
academic four-year colleges and complete academic programs when they begin them. Exam-certified highschool graduates are more likely to participate in some form of post-secondary training than are non-
exam-certified high-school-dropouts. Exam-certifiedpersons who takepost-secondary schooling and
training earn lower returns than high school graduates undertaking the same activity. Whatever return
there is to high school equivalency certification comes from returns to post-secondary training.
Contrary to these facts, it is widely believed that exam-certified high school equivalents are the
equals of traditional high school graduates in all relevant behavioral dimensions. This view is fostered
in part by the American Council on Education a private organization representing institutions of higher
education as well as regional education associations. That organization administers the most widely used
equivalency exam - the GED (for Qeneral ducational flevelopment). Researchers affiliated with the
American Council on Education claim that
"...personswho meet stare/provincial established minimum score
levels for the high school equivalencycredential based onGED rests
shouldbeconsideredhigh schoolgraduates for admissions, milirwy.
licensing and employmentpurposes. The test results. -- demonstratethis
achievementequivalency". (Malizio arid Whitney, 1982.p. 10)
Thegrowing use of GEl) certification suggests an important role for widespread misperception
on the part of test takers. However, there are several reasons why informed persons may take the GEl)
even if the gross returns to it are low: (a) the costs of exam certification are low and hence commensurate
with gross returns: ) exam certification qualifies high school dropouts to take post-secondary training
which may enhance earnings; and (c) state and federal adult basic education programs and manpower
training programs subsidize exam certification. Performance standards in federal and state human
resource bureaucracies have led to an emphasis on easily monitored objectives such as high school
equivalency at the expense of less easily measured improvements in basic skills. Such an emphasis would
2appear to be justified in light of the claims of the American Council on Education.
The growth in the levelandproportion of exam-certified high school credentials is a direct
consequence of federal and state human resource policies. Since the mid-1960', both federal and state
governments have increasingly subsidized adult basic education programs which have placed a growing
emphasis on adult equivalency as a clearly identified and desirable objective. in addition..ahigh school
degree or an exam-certified-eauivalent is required for participation in a host of post-secondary vocational
and academic financial support programs increasingly subsidized by federal and state governments over
this period. The demand for participation inthese subsidizedprograms induced a derived demand for high
school certification on thepart ofhighschool dropouts.
A major conclusionof this paper is that the GED is a vehicle for participation in post-secondary
education due to its value in satisfying bureaucratically determined qualifications for admission and
financial support. The subsidy to these programs reconciles the apparent conflict between lowgross
returns to obtaining the GED and the large and growing demand for GEDs. The GED does not signal
achievement of market skills above and beyond what is signified by a person's years of attained
schooling. Accordingly, it is not appropriate to consider the (3ED as an educational end in itself - an
emphasis placed in many contemporary state and federal programs.
Our paper develops in the following way. Section one documents basic facts about high school
equivalency and reasons for growth in this form of high school certification. Psychometric and market
evidence demonstrates the nonequivalence of high school equivalents. Section two presents evidence on
the economic returns to high school equivalency. The paper concludes with a summary.
1.The Chaneine Structure Of Hieh School Certification and Its
Conseouences For Measuring The Determinants and Cpnseauence of Educational Decisions
A. The Growth in Rieh School Eouivalency and Certification
There are three main routes through which Americans achieve certification as high school
3graduates: (a) through traditional course attendance, culminating in graduation at the end of the 12th
grade: (b) through night school and other formal schooling programs for those who drop out of traditional
high school programs; and (c) through certification on a standardized exam for high school dropouts.
Although the vast majority (84.5% in 1987) of all new high school credentials are issued through
traditional route (a), a sizeable proportion of new graduates come from the less traditional avenues (b)
and (c). The largest non-traditional source is from persons certified by an equivalency exam - roughly
14% of all newly issued high school credentials obtained in 1987 were secured by this means. Virtually
all of these credentials come from individuals who passed the nationally-normed GED exam developed
by the American Council on Education. Graduation through formal adult secondary schooling produced
no more than 2% of all new high-school-certified persons in 1987.
There has been a dramatic change in the number of exam-certified high school graduates ova
the period 1953-1988. Figure 1 plots the percentage of GED recipients relative to all high school
graduates for each year over the period. It rises from less than two percent in 1954 to more than 14
percent in 1986. The period 1965-1985 is one of especially rapid growth. There has been concomitant
growth in the percentage of all persons with high school diplomas (and no farther academic degree) who
achieve that status by GED certification. Figure 2 reveals that of the total stock of persons with only
high school degrees by 1987, more than 10% achieved their degree by taking a GED exam. In 1968,
only 2% of the total stock was exam-certified. Figure 3 documents the near stability in non-GED sources
of high school graduates. Certification through adult education courses ("other programs") has grown
over the period 1974-1987, but the level is low (ranging between 1-2% of all new high school graduates)
and the growthrateis small. The major change in the source of high school credentials is growth in
GED certification.
The GED testing program began in 1942 as the Veterans Testing Service and was ajoint venture
of the United States Armed Forces Institute and the American Council on Education. The premise of the
4testing program was that the life experience of military personnel could substitute for classroom training
in developing skills associated with high school certification. The relevant skills could be measured by
an exam. By 1952, all but three states issued certificates of high school equivalence to veterans and
servicemen who passed the Veterans Testing Service exam. The Armed Forces accepted exam-certified
equivalents as the equals of high-school-graduates in making their enlistment and screening decisions —
even for service academies, A Commission on Accreditation of Service Experiences in 1952 documented
the widespreadacceptanceof the GED as a high school certificate by major firms and state and local
governments. In that same year the American Council on Education began to offer the exam to non-
veteran civilians and its name was changed to the GED. By 1963, all 50 states used the GED exam to
certify high school dropouts.
The post-1963 growth in the proportion of high-school-certified persons taking the GED evident
in figure 1 is directly linked to the large scale and unprecedent expansion of the federal government and
state programs in human resources that began in the Kennedy-Johnson era. The two main social programs
that fueled the post-1963 growth in GED recipiency are (a) the 1966 Adult Basic Education Act and
subsequent amendments to it and (b) a variety of federal programs for post-secondary education that
created a demand for high school credentials to qualir for program benefits. Surprisingly, manpower
training programs that expanded greatly in the 1960' and 1970' contribute little to the growth in GED
recipiency.
The Adult Basic Education Act of 1966 was a War on Poverty program designed to provide adults
with levels of education that were thought likely to elevate them out of poverty. Throughout the course
of the Adult Basic Education program, the emphasis has shifted from an amorphous goal of improving
basic skills to a more easily specified and monitored goal of producing GED-certified high school
equivalents. Figure 4b reveals that enrollment in this activity expands throughout the period 1963-1986
although Figure 4a reveals that total expenditure on this program ceased to expand after 1973 and the
5federal share in total program expenditure declines after that date. Figure 5 reveals that in 1972, 24%
of all GED recipients were produced by Adult Basic Education Programs and the time series of GED
recipiency closely tracks the time series of GED credentials produced by these programs. (These data are
not available before 1972). Amendments to the 1966 Act set forth in 1970 drop the age of eligibility for
participation in this program from 18 to 16 and add an explicit emphasis on high•school completion via
the GED or by night school as a main objective of the program. The amendments became operative in
1972. States responded to the reduced age requirements by lowering minimum age requirements for
taking the GED. Most states began to allow persons who were out of school at least six months to take
the exam irrespective of their age. Waiting periods for retaking the exam after failure were scaled down
to zero - 90 days instead of the previous 90-180 days. In 1973, 20% of all GED degrees were produced
by Adult Basic Education Act programs. By 1980, almost 40% of all GED were trained by this
program. Total enrollment increased four-fold between 1970-1980.
Manpower training programs were introduced and expanded during the early 1960', beginning
with the Manpower Development and Training Act (MDTA) of 1962. The set of programs created by
the Act did not emphasize academic training Q..evitan and Gallo, 1988, chap. 1). Job Corps was an
exception and did produce GED recipients. However this manpower program was never large. In 1975
the number of Job Corp GED recipients was less than 2% of the total granted. The successor programs
to MDTA maintained its disinterest in high school certification as a major objective, and were negligible
contributors to the level or rate of growth of GED recipiency. (Levitan and Gallo, 1988).
In addition to the growth in programs that made attainment of the GED as a main objective, there
was substantial expansion in programs that required high school degrees or their equivalents to receive
benefits. These programs fueled the demand for high school certification. Figure 6a charts the growth
in expenditure on major post-secondary educational finding programs which required high school
certification for eligibility. Figure 6b charts participation in numbers. There was gradual growth in
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Educational Opportunity Grant program (SEOG) during the period 1963-1975 when GED certification
was growing steadily.All of these programsrequired a high school degree or its equivalent for
eligibility. Not only did the scale of these programs increase over the period 1963-1975, but their
benefits became applicable to less academically oriented post-secondary institutions such as not-for-profit
propriety training centers.
The most dramatic development in post-secondary educational finance was the growth in the Fell
grant program in the period 1973-1981. Starting in 1973, benefits for all components of this program
could be used to finance proprietary training. Family income restrictions were relaxed and loans became
more widely available to the middle class in 1976. As recorded in Figures 7a and 7b, Fell grants to
proprietary students continue to grow after 1978 while payments to two and four year college students
stabilize after 1976.
Between 1977 and 1981 guaranteed disbursements rose sharply with the passage of new Student
Loans amendments that allowed students at all non-profit and proprietary postsecondary institutions access
to government grants and loans to high school graduates and (3W degree holders, and that liberalized
family income restrictions on loan eligibility. (See Figures Ba and Sb) There was a sharp rise in the
number of GED degrees issued relative to all high school credentials during this same period (Figure 1).
In 1979 and 1980, however, new regulations began to take effect that allowed any individual with
the "ability-to-benefit," including hich school dronouts, to participate in any of these programs. A
General Accounting Office study of proprietary institutions in 1984 found dropouts to be more likely than
high school graduates and GED holders to drop out from their programs and more likely to default on
loans and on grant obligations (GAO, 1984, pg. 56). Because of the threat of federal sanctions imposed
on institutions with loan default rates exceeding 15% for two consecutive years, lending agencies had an
incentive to screen out dropouts. The "ability-to-benefit" requirement remains controversial (Fraas, 1990
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put aft liheilizol Appendix A). In fact, a Congressional Research Service Report found that in 1986, dropouts comprised
only 9% of proprietaryschool students,1% of two-year college vocational students, and 3% of students
enrolled in any postsecondary program in a community college (Apling and Aleman, pg. 25). By way
of comparison, 74% of the persons in the proprietary schools were high school graduates and 9% were
6EV holders. Among two-year college vocational students 88% were high school graduates and 8%
were GED recipients. Among students enrolled in community college postsecondary programs, 86% were
high school graduates and 8% were GED holders.
Temporal coincidence cannot establish causation. However, the close association between the
growth in 6EV recipiency and the growth in government programs that subsidize attainment of the (3EV
or require high school certification for eligibility is strongly suggestive of an important role for
government subsidy policies in accounting for the growth in 6EV certification. (See Figure 9). This
evidence helps to reconcile the growth in GED certification and the low gross returns to obtaining a 6EV
which we document in this paper.
B. Some Features of the Recent GED Exam and Those Who Take It
The age distribution of GED test-takers has remained roughly constant over time although the
influence of the baby boom and subsequent baby bust is evident (see Figure 10). Most GED test-takers
are less than 25 years old. Assuming temporal stability of pass rates by age, the baby boom accounts
for part of the post-1970 growth in GED-certified graduates as a fraction of total high-school-certified
persons. Between 1970 and 1987, the ratio of 16-19-year-olds to 20-24-year-olds fell from .89 to 75.
Over the same period, the proportion of persons age I? relative to ages 20-44 declined from .056 to .040.
Relatively more persons were in the age brackets at risk for the GED than in the age brackets at risk for
traditional high school graduation. However, rough calculations suggest that changing population
proportions by age account for, j , two points of the eight-percentage-point growth in 6EV-certified











































































































































VThe growth in exam-certified equivalents explains an apparent contradiction in the data on high
school dropouts. Figure 11 plotstheproportion of traditional high school graduates for cohorts of 17-
year-olds over the period 1951-1988. The proportion declines after 1968, although it slightly rebounds
in the late 1910' and 1980'. Figure 12 shows a very different pattern over the period 1971-1986 for high-
school-certified persons age 20-24. The recent growth in exam certification explains the discrepancy
between the two figures. (See also Chester Finn, 1987). There appear to be sharp differences in the use
of (lED certification by race. Table I documents that Black CPS-measured high school equivalents are
twice as likely as whites to have the GED. Part of the measured convergence of black and white high
school attainment rates (Kominski, 1990) appears to be due to growing high school certification of Blacks
by (lED exams.
High school certificates awarded by adult education institutes reward students for completing a
traditional high school curriculum at a somewhat later stage of life than do typical high school graduates.
Equivalency exams operate on a radically different principle. Since the GEl) certifies the vast majority
(well in excess of 90%) of all exam-certified high school graduates over the period 1970-1987, we focus
our attention on that exam.
(lED candidates are tested on a total of 290 items in five subject area tests: Writing skills (80
items), Social Studies (60 items), Science (60 items). Reading skills (40 items) and Mathematics (50
items). Conceptual - and not factual - knowledge is stressed. The focus is on general knowledge and
not specific details. (Malizio and Whitney, 1982). Individual states set pass rates, but these vary within
a fairly narrow band. The majority of the states (29) require a minimum score of 35 (out of 80 possible -
20 is the minimum score) on each exam and an average of 45 over all exams. Most of the rest require
a minimum of 40 and an average of 45. ((lED, 1989 Annual Statistical Report, p. 30.) Graduating high
school seniors are used to norm the test. Fifty percent of graduating high school seniors score 50 points
or higher.
9Table 1
A. Proportion of Individuals Receiving
a GED or Graduating HighSchool
(Standard Error of Mean in Parentheses)
A. Age25
Blacks Hispanics Whites
GED .10 (.01) .07 (.01) .06 (.01)






Sample Size 844 559 1523
B. Age 21
Blacks Hispanics Whites
GED .07 (.01) .05 (.01) .05 (.01)






Sample Size 1451 947 2439
lie proportionsat Age 28werethe same after rounding to two digits as thosepresented forAge 25.
Source:NLSY (Appendix A)By setting the minimumpassinglevel at 35 on the distribution of graduating seniors with a range
of scores set at 20-SO, the GEL) examiners niarantee that GEL) graduates outperform graduating high
school seniors on the test.' This is an artifact of test construction although Malizio and Whitney (1982.
p. 10 as quoted in the introduction to this paper) use such evidence to conclude that GED-certified
persons are the equals or superiors of high school graduates. Below, and in Cameron andHeckjnan,
1991b, we demonstrate that GEL) recipients are psychometrically inferior to high school graduates in
terms of the Armed Services Qua]i'ing Test and its components.
Candidate preparation for the GEL) is limited. In April and May 198O a survey was conducted
of 13,000 GED candidates at 250 randomly selected GED testing centers throughout the United States.
The median examinee spent 20 hours preparing for the test and spent $10 in preparation costs. Seventy-
five percent of the examinees spent 60 hours or less in preparation. The upperS percentile reported more
than 200 hours in preparation. The upper quartile of the candidates spent $25 in direct-out-of-pocket
costs or $30, including lost salary. (Malizio and Whitney, 1981, Table 18). Even at the upper 5
percentile point in the distribution of costs, the corresponding figures are $100 and $106. Twenty-one
percent did not prepare in any way. Only 22% took the GEL) practice test and 40.5% studied from a
book or manual. Less than 1% of the candidates incurred any expenses for individual tutoring. Despite
the generally low level of preparation, usually more than 70% of those taking the exam pass it in any
given sitting. Candidates who fail may retake the exam without penalty, although there is a short (two-
three month) waiting period in some states. In Corpus Christi Texas, one of the authors (I-Jeckman) in
1991 observed a federally sponsored GEL) program that gave persons initially certified at fourth grade
levels in numeracy and literacy four weeks of intensive instruction. The program has a first time pass
'More precisely, GEL) recipients must score better than high school graduates scoring less than
35. If the distributions of ability were identical in the two groups, then mean, median and all quantile
test scores would necessarily be higher for GEL) recipients. The evidence in Malizio and Whitney
(1982) suggests that GED recipients have a thinner right tail of test scores compared to high school
graduates.
10rate of 80%. If the objective of GED certification is so easy to attain, it is natural to conjecture that its
intrinsic economic value might be low.
C. Psychometric and Other Evidence On The Nonequivalence
Of Exam-Certified Enuivalents
Despite a torrent of claims to the contrary issued from the American Council on Education, there
is considerable evidence that GED-certilied persons do not possess the same skills or motivationas high
school graduates. Janice Laurence (1983, Table 1) notes that high school dropouts and GED-certified
high school equivalents have basically the same attrition rates from the U.S.militaryover the period
1977-1979, and both groups attrite at jç the rate of high school graduates. She goes on to note that
in 1982, the U.S.Armyrequired for minimal admission standards that GED-certified graduates and high
school dropouts should be in the 31" percentile of the Armed Forces Qualifying Test (AFQT) distribution.
High school graduates were only required to be in the 16" percentile. The higher minimum scores were
judged necessary to guarantee successful completion of basic training courses by GED-certi fled applicants.
An extensive study of the performance of GED recipients in the University of Wisconsin system
has been performed by Pawasarat and Quinn (1986). At the University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee, GED-
certified persons had lower completion rates for the first four semesters than did high school graduates
from the bottom 20 percentiles of their high school class (31% vs. 41%). The four-semester-completion
rates for high school graduates in the top 50% of their class was 62% - twice that of the GED graduates.
At the University of Wisconsin-Madison, only 73% of GED holders admitted to the school enrolled for
a second semester, compared to a 95% rate for all entrants to the school. At Milwaukee Area Technical
College - a vocational school - GED-holders seeking a two-year Associate Degree had attrition rates
comparable to those of high school dropouts. Over the period 1980-1983, 8% of GED entrants attained
the two-year Associate Degree, compared to 10% of high school dropouts and 30% of high school
graduates. A study of the Milwaukee labor market by Pawasarat and Quinn finds that 48% of the firms
IIinterviewed preferred hiring conventional high school graduatesto GED-certifiedgraduates, whilethe
rest of the employers were indifferent between persons with the two types of high school credentials.
Psychometric evidence from the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth, ages 13-20in1978,
contradicts the psychometric claims of equivalency for the two types of high school certification made
by the American Council on Education. çrhe survey is described at length in Appendix A). Table 2
displays the results of the Armed Forces Qualifying Test (AFQ for males administered to all members
of the NLSY sample. For the random subsample of the data (Panel A of Table 2), AFQT scores for the
decilea going from the bottom to the top are presented, as well as mean scores. High school graduates
have statistically significantly higher mean test scores than do GE!) holders who, in turn, have statistically
significantly higher mean test scores than do high school dropouts. The pattern is the same at each decile
from the top to the bottom. The pattern holds true for a sample standardized to have the same
approximate age at the time they take the exam anel B), or for an enriched sample that oversamples
blacks and hispanics (results not shown). The same pattern is found for persons who do not complete
four-year colleges both for the entire sample and for those who were 16 or 17 at the time the test was
given: GED recipients are not the psychometric equivalents of high school graduates. (Cameron and
Heckman, 1991b). However, they psychometrically dominate high school dropouts. Similar patterns
appear for each race group: whites, blacks and hispanics. A Wilcoxon test for stochastic dominance
(Bickel and Doksum, 1977) -astatistical concept that compares distributions of the same outcome for
different groups and determines if higher outcomes are more common in one group than another-is
presented in the first row of Table 3. It reveals that the high school graduate AFQT distribution first-
order-stochastically dominates the GED-AFQT distribution, and the latter distribution first-order-
stochastically dominates the AFQT distribution of high school dropouts. The same pattern is found for














1020 3040 50 60 70 80 90
145 Grad 216875.8 (0.40) 4861 68 747984.0 8893 97.0
GEl) 20964.7 (1.28) 3848 54 616670.5 76 62 86.5
DROPOUT 43645.5 (0.79) 2530 35 394348.0 5360 70.0
TOTAL 281370.1 (0.40) 3749 60687480.0 8590 96.0








10 2030 40 50 60 70 80 90
145 Grad67972.1 (0.61) 45.056657075.079.0 8488.0 94.0
GEl) 81 60.3 (2.00) 31.544495560.5 68.5 7378.5 85.5
Dropout 16644.8 (1.14) 25.030343942.046.05260.0 70.0
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 D. Direct Behavioral Comnarisons
This subsection presents simple mean-difference and univariate distributional comparisonsamong
high school dropouts, GED recipients, and high school graduates. Using the NLSY data for male youth
age 13-20 in 1978 we compare the determinants and labor market and educational consequences of the
three types of high school certification status.
Table 4 reveals that family background variables are ordered in the expected direction. High
school dropouts are more likely to be minority group members and come from larger families with lower
incomes and less educated parents than do GED recipients who, in turn, havepoorer background
characteristics than high school graduates.2 The Wilcoxon test, reported in Table 3, reveals that the
family income distribution of traditional high school graduates stochastically dominates that for GED
recipients and dropouts. There is no stochastic-ordering relationship for family income between the latter
two groups. (Similar results hold for people age 28).
Tables 5A and SB present evidence on labor market outcomes for individuals with the threetypes
of high school status. At age 25 (Table SA), the mean labor market status of high school dropouts is the
same as that of GED recipients. The small premium in hourly wages and salary for GED recipients over
those of dropouts is not statistically significant. Both groups are inferior to high school graduates in
terms of hours, wages, salaries, weeks worked, and length of time on their current job. The lower work
experience of high school graduates is a consequence of their greater schooling. The relationships in
means carry over to first-order-stochastic dominance on these variables: GED and high school dropouts
are indistinguishable, and both groups have labor market outcome distributions that are first-order-
'The anomalously high number of siblings is a consequence of size-biased sampling in the NLSY.
If one child is included in a unit, so are all of his/her siblings - provided they share common family
characteristics. This sampling induces a stochastic dependence among sibling observations which we
analyze in Appendix A where it is shown to have a minor effect on the estimated standard errors of
the coefficients of wage equations.
13Table SA
LaborMarketOutcomes
RandomSample Means (Standard Deviation of Means in Parentheses)
A. Age 25




Hourly WagC 2.052 (.078) 2.147 (.096) 2.515 (.038)
Annual Salary 3306.8 (153.1) 3847.2 (241.7) 4930.9 (89.49)
Weeks Last Year
Worket
41.2 (.88) 43.0 (1.29) 46.54 (.332)
Hours Worked
Last Yea!
1773.8 (47.78) 1859.15 (79.2) 2079.4 (22.08)
Job Tenure
in Weeks
92.68 (2.85) 78.06 (6.631) 121.36 (3.11)
Total Weeks
WorkeC
157.8 (6.133) 157.10 (9.26) 149.26 (3.16)
Unemployed or
outof force
.060 (.014) .070 (.024) .021 (.004)
.
B. Age 28




Hourly Wage 2.236 (.140) 2.501 (.282) 3.024 (.081)
Annual Salary 4285.6 (391.7) 4669.8 (558.6) 6169.8 (141.5)
Weeks Worked
Last Yea!
43.74 (1.80) 42.54 (2.28) 47.92 (.439)
Hours Worked
Last Yea!
1997.3 (86.32) 1847.5 (122.5) 2178.9 (30.6)
Job Tenurein
Week?
131.3 (14.34) 96.10 (14.36) 178.03 (6.65)
Total Weeks
Worked'
232.7 (13.16) 220.8 (20.6) 195.6 (6.0)
Unemployed or
out of force
.052 (.023) .042 (.029) .024 (.006)
.
These variables defined only if the person works in the
fl4urnbcr of individuals working/In sample.
'Total weeks worked since age 16.
year of survey.stochastically dominated by those of high school graduates. (See Table 3A). Table 4B reveals the same
pattern at age 28, when post-school investment activity begins to diminish and long-term differences in
wages and labor supply begin to emerge. High school dropouts are indistinguishable in their means from
GED recipients, and both are inferior to high school graduates. As displayed in Table 38, the
relationships for means carry over to more general first-order-stochastic dominance relationships for entire
distributions.
One way to gauge the economic significance of these results is to examine the implications for
the estimated rate of return' to education arising from the CPSconventionthat equates GED recipients
and high school graduates. Using two samples of NLSY observations of young men ages 25-28
(enriching the random sample with black and hispanic subsainples), we compute a least squares regression
of log hourly wages on mutually exclusive dummy variables that measure whether 0! not a person has
a high school diploma (= 1 if a person has a high school diploma irrespective of subsequent achievement)
or two years of college, or four years of college. (See Table 6A, column one). Column two shows the
effect of distinguishing how the high school diploma was achieved: through a GED or through a
traditional degree program.
Defining high school diploma in the CPS-Census manner produces a differential effect on wages
at age 25 of four-year college attendance compared to high school graduation of 21% (Column 1).
Breaking out the GED from the traditional high school diploma produces a college-high school differential
of only 19.6% for the traditional high school degree. The comparable figures at age 28 are 21.9% and
20.7% respectively. F-tests based on more robust McKinnon-White (1985) standard errors reject the
hypothesis that GED recipients should be considered the same as high school graduates, but do not reject
the hypothesis that GED recipients are indistinguishable from high school dropouts. The CPS-Census
convention of equating GED recipients to high school graduates overstates the returns to college education





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 credentials would cause the college-high school differential to increase over the period of the late 1970'
and 1980', as GED certification became a wide-spread phenomenon but the effect appears to be relatively
small. Approximately 10% of the growth of the four year college - high school differential documented
for younger workers (with 5 years of work experience) documented by Katz and Krueger (1990) arises
from falsely attributing the market productivity of traditional high school graduates to GRID recipients.
Additional evidence on the nonequivalence of high school equivalents is presented in Tables land
8, which look at post-certification educational choices for both types of degrees. Table 7 shows first
choices after completing certification. GED-certifted persons are much less likely to attend four-year
colleges and are more likely to enter the military or not undertake any post-secondary education. Table
8 reveals that GED graduates are less likely than high school graduates to attend four-year colleges, or
graduate from them if they attend them. Attendance and completion rates at two-year colleges are
comparable forthe two groups.
The evidence from the NLSY and the other studies indicates that GRID recipients are not the
equivalents of high school graduates. Their labor market outcomes and performance in the military
suggest that GED recipients are similar to high school dropouts. GEE) recipients are less likely to pursue
post-secondary academic education and are less likely to finish an educational program if they begin it.
The balance of this paper and our companion papers (Cameron and Hecknan, 199 la,b) presents a more
refined statistical analysis of the NLSY that supports these basic conclusions.
2. Econometric Evidence On The Non-Equivalence of Exam-
Certified Eouivalents
A. Introduction
This section presents econometric evidence on the nonequivalence of exam-certified equivalents.
We demonstrate that controlling for detailed person-specific and market characteristics, the unadjusted
differences reported in section I remain. GED-certified persons are much closer to high school dropouts
15table 7
Random Sample NLSY












Graduate 36.6% 23.3% 7.6% 3.4% 4.8% 24.3%
High SChOOl
(N — 1902)
6W 15.0% 23% 10% 3.3% 10% 40%
(N164)
Other -Work withno Tnining. Uneatployniem. Ow ofLaborForce
T.ble 8
Post-Secondary Decisionsof OW Recipients and High School Graduates
Panel A
All Educational Decision, Altec Receivinr Degree
Atlend Four Year Attend Two No College
College Year College
H.S. Diploma 30.3% 32.3% 37.4%
(N_—_1902)
CEO 16% 27% 58%
(N — 164)
PanelB
Completion Rates For Four Year Colitis
Attend Four Year C9llen to Cr.dualios,
H.S. Diploma 75% NA' NA'
(N - 566)
OW 5% NA' NA'
(N — 42)
Panel C
Cosnolelion Rates For Twp Year Colleee Attendance
Attend Four Yearz Finish Two Year Completes Leas
and Onduate Than Two Years
11.5. Diploma 34.7% 21% 44.3%
(N - 384)
GIlD 2% 25% 73%
(N — 42)
Unly 3.2 0' IDe sample alenslec S two year college
a four year school,
The,c art person, who start at four year colleges.
'Not Applicable
Source: NLSY (see Appendix A)
.nd then went on tothan are high school graduates. Subsection C presents evidence on this question for wages and hours of
work. Subsection D documents that most of the (low) gross return to (JED certification comes from
returns to post-secondary schooling and training. However, the gross returns from these activities are
lower for GED certified persons than for high school graduates. This evidence supports our contention
that the growth in GED certification over time arises partly from the growing subsidy to post-secondary
programs that require high school credentials.
Subsection E presents an analysis for unemployment, labor force participation and job turnover.
On these dimensions of labor market attachment, GED-certifted persons are much closer to high school
dropouts than high school graduates. Subsection F presents some confirmatory longitudinal evidence.
The section concludes with a brief assessment of the consequences of the CPS and Census convention that
equates high school graduates with (lED recipientsfor measuringthe time series of the returns to
education. Before presenting this evidence, we first sound a cautionary methodological note.
B. A Remark on Conventional Testing Criteria
The evidence presented in this section of the paper is largely based on classical testing theory for
multivariate regression models. Because we use "robust" procedures (McKinnon-White, 1985)wedo
not rely on standard, and controversial, normality assumptions. Nonetheless, there is a well-known
ambiguity intheclassical theory that centers on the choice ofa correctsignificance level for conducting
a test and the matter ofhowit should be adjusted in different sample sizes. (Lindley, 1957).These
considerationsare especially relevant for this paper in light of the small samples available in theNLSY
comparedto the Current Population Survey samples that have generated so much oftherecent knowledge
on the structure of the wages and labor supply.
In order to avoid placing undue-and increasing- weight on minimizing type II errors (the
probability of accepting a false null hypothesis) as sample sizes increase, the probability of type I errors
(i.e. the significance level) should be adjusted downward with sample size. Stated more simply, given
16that P values are to be used, we should be more tolerant - less likely to reject a null for any P value-on
a small sample like the NLSY thanona large sample like the CPS.
In the context of this paper, this advice comes down to two principles that are important to keep
in mind in reading the evidence reported below: (a) when one rejects a null hypothesis in a model fit on
the NLSY, one can be relatively confident in doing so; (b) when one does not reject, but the sign pattern
of estimated differences seems plausible, one sbould not be too confident in accepting the null.
C. The Direct Effects of Certification on Wp2es and Hours Worked
This subsection demonstrates that GED-certified males are more like high school dropouts than
high school graduates in terms of their labor supply and wages. Tables 9A-9D present estimates of
alternative specifications of labor supply and wage equations that distinguish GED recipients from
traditional high school graduates. We estimate wage and labor supply equations at ages 25 and 28 for
two different samples. The first specification (model I) is fit on samples of young men not in college
(two-year or four-year) at ages 25 or 28 who also are working at those ages. The second specification
(model 2) is fit on samples of young men who have not attended any college up to age 25 or 28 and who
work in the year following the date at which the age is attained. These samples are defined so that data
on hourly wages are available for each observation and so that persons holding low-wage pan-time
student jobs are excluded from our analysis. In order to correct for potential sample-selection bias
problems that arise from excluding workers on the basis of their labor force or educational activity, we
estimate a bivariate-selection-correction model presented in Appendix B. The variables used in the
analysis are defined in Appendix A although the common English meanings are precise enough.
For all specifications of the wage and labor supply equations with and without selection
corrections, we are unable to reject the hypothesis that GED recipients are indistinguishable from high
school dropouts (see the 1" values for the test of the hypothesis 'GED = 0 given at the base of Tables
9A-9D). For all specifications of the labor supply equations and for specifications of the wage functions
17TABLE lA 01,5 R.gie.,ie..ii Ae 23 Foeloj-w.e. sadkghe.oee lye.. dune mit 15mb1)
MiaMI I: Petit... in collegeiietc 25 deleIndisi.e pawins .ot wading.'
Ii — 23041-SlasisI.cn" in Ps,n.lI,esgi


















IoIerc.pI .690 (23.0) .59(111) .45 (4.9) .34 (6.7) 1.85(647) 2.9 (601)
CED .060 (IS) .010 (0.9) .011121) .044 (1.4) .041 (0.4) .027 (0.1)
Its Oesd...le .844 (6.51 -101(5,0) lOS (4.1) .075 (3.1) .143 (LI) .112(4.1)
SolecIjo. ?i .110 (3.4) .35 (1,2) - -lW (0.50)
ScIcI.oo •,' - -.1 10(3.0) . -.021 (0.4) • -.56 (3.2)
lease. . - .15(10.7) .141(10.8) . .
leases Sq . • -.01 (5.6) -.010 (5.5) . .
Enpeeience . - .044 (1.0) .042(6,2) .
Unemp. Rile . . -.020 (6,9) -.010 (3.9) -.010 (2.7) - .031 (0.2)
2 Yel, CoII.r it CEO .169(1.1) .104(0.7) .141(1.0) .071 (0.6) .065 (0.5) .102 (0.5)
lye.. College+ ItS .236 (5.4) .167 (3.6) .105 (5.0) .151(3.6) .321 (5.2) 304 (4.8)
College Ge.d .340 (10.2) .241 (6.7) .341(10.7) .256 (7,4) 150(6.2) .274 (5.3)
Slick -.190 (9.1) -. (2.1) -.1) (6.0) .S93 (2.5) -.20 (6.4) -.10 (2.4)
Hiipsaic —.050(1.1) -.021 (0.5) -.03 (1.1) —.(0.2) -.05 (1.3) -.03 (1.0)
R' .10 .12 .20 .21 .04 .06
F-bet: hoshiglitye F
GEO—0 .13 .37 .04 .14 3! .41
CEDHS GRAD .02 03 .31 .33 .01 .02
Paeoo. —T have lake.. paLsaa.d.ey vocaInwal lainie.g.
'C.lcislstsd ode.g modiliatMcKinnon-Vel,iietuodsed ann to eaenncl for tclnoándaoicky — niimsnad (Ajpnsdiz 8).
iSSy' e..n,1mad.IacoeFIkisos o. neltcsito csnctio..lenT.caMSlmg kr te¾ing in' Me illandiagCollege inAflwa.lilu.tiso82.
Tieoeeaç..de a coefl.cinsisoitleceionosneclionItemconintliag Forcaller eueolI.w14 in Ap7waditeqisslian5-2.
TABLE 'B: 01,5 Regression.it Ag. 25 For Iog-enga and lute.IJrI (yes. ethel' not
Model 2: Ssnwle. deG..e4 foe uiio.e — di. noe conele y college
i'd to e .eit waeting.
N — 1410: lS4.lidic.°° in Petenthesa

















lse.tes .6! (19.0) .61 (14.5) 46 (4.2) .35 (5.1) 2,9 (42.0) 2.9 (35.0)
CEO .011 (1.2) -.0!S(0.4) .066(1.5) .033 (1.0) .01340.1) .010(0.4)
MS Diplooli .121 (4.1) .048 (3.1) MIS (3.2) .049 (2.0) - 110(4.6) 360(3.5)
Stiioay•' - .25 (3.9) - .25 (4.2) - .05 (0.9)
Leleclion Ti"' . -30 (2.7) - -.10 (1.0) - -.55 (0.3)
Is..... - - .17 (1.7) 364 (9,3) - .
Tame Sq. - . -Ml (4.6) -.011 (4.3) - .
Eipmiact
— - Mi (5.7) .033 (5.1) - -.033 (0.9)
Uoc.,p.Rste
— - -.011(5.4) -.022 (5.2) -.011(2.1) .
S.d -.21 (1,6) -.13 (3.1) -35 (5.6) -.14 (4.2) —.22 (5.4) -.12 (2.4)
Hsj..nic -.09(2.7) -.05 (1.4) -.0? (2.3) -.04 (1.3) -.08 (1,7) -.06 (1.3)
F' .07 .10 .15 .19 .04 05
F4al: PtobahiIii, F
GED—0 J
.31 .69 .12 -32 .75 .66
GF,Ds1tS GRAD .05 .01 .60 .66 .032 .032
Pse,o.n may ban take, 1sreiiIeCeW.d.ey vac.linn.l !r.iniTTg.
"Co..lr-JclJ using nnjil.ed MC1Insm-Whule esand.rd err.....
"'y, corvepind. Ii. cr.elI.cieat Oii .tkcla, canerl.on em crmie.tIing 'ne seeking ins) — allendis. CiTtiefe in AflTendi. qnalwm 01.
T or1M"' In r..e( 1.c.ee,l to select.,.. ensistlirm seTh,. toelu.lling 'iTs cellists eI.ei.IIITWnI in AflTnW,t eqiJaleon 92.TABLE 9C: 01.5 k.nnions ol Ag. 2! Fe, log-negro — io'Inn'i ($00, 0110,1. .04 ,q'ofl.d)
Mn).' I; Ftgnn. in coIIvge .i25 4.1,1) us4 wl*ms 'ad
N — 1016 1-5 I.lieI,cu" 'a P.rtallws.o















Inklcq'l .64 (19.6) .71(123) 67 (8.0) .55 (3.6) 3.' (40.9) 124 (21.2)
GOD .062 (1.0) .037 (0.6) 115(1.7) .101 (4.5) -.053 (OS) -.014 41.2)
113 DiflIom. .474 (4.7) - III (3.6) -'54 (4.4) .121 (4.0) .090(2.2) .06' (1.9)
Scl.cIion y . .59 (3.5) - .59 (2.2)
— -.210(1-I)
3dec11,'. y,• . -.68 (2.0) - -.10 (0.6) • -0.42 (4,5)
Ta.'a,. . . 42 (7.2) .121(7.6) .
Ta,,. Sq. - . -.0(0(5.0) .010(5.8) - .
E,p,n. . - .023 (3.0) .021 (1.6) - .
Uuo'u'. Oil. - - -.020(11) -W (2.6) -.019(11) -.010(1.5)
2 'Y'a. Colic1. + GED .112(0.6) .085 (0.70) .150(03) 405(1.4) .121 (1.3) —110(2,0)
2 Tn, CoIl'1. 4 115 .355 (6.7) .297 (5.!) .322 (6.0) .290(6.0) -'33 (3.7) .123 (2.2)
Coflag. CpA .382 (7.9) .311(5.3) .3! (8.2) JOt (5.7) .166 (3.7) '35 (3.0)
Block -46 (4.6) —.05 ((.05) .7) (4.0) -.09 (2.1) —.110 (3.5) -.04! (0.9)
iIi,pnnk -.02 (0.60) .02 (0.30) —.04 (0.)) .01 (0.2) -SI (IS) -.030 (0.5)
0' .12 .14 .22 .022 .06 .10
F-Ial: flthal,iIiIy F
CEDO .35 .49 .09 -II .41 .26
GED.NSGRAD .04 .06 .52 .72 .02 .03
•Pnocnn n.y '.0. mended poolsocoo.h,y 8ion.l looSing.
'°CakuI.nd u,in nnJifiS Mckinn-W3ü1. Mondud Onani In cornct to. hSnsSSu4ki'y — eadionled raffle". 0ThW (AppnuIii B).
00+7. CnlTtlIldn 10 CocFIIClia! on .Socskm con.dion nfl. conl,o)Iinj Soc ..o,ting pod — .na.4i' ev.Iiqt S A7wndio equadion 0-2.
-, cone.çood. w cocII.cin.I on .ol0,lion nw,octi,. In. conImIli. 6w calIqe awt.IIu.4 S Afto..dio ..o.ikc fl
TABLE 90:01.5 R.gre.ions ii Ape 256., Iog-eagn pod kg-bmw, Ia, oIl.,'i. n4 tqionls)
IeIodd 2: Samçlos defined low Son. nba S. — cnni'klo —, eolI,.
Ins — I.. — tin.•
N — 732 : T-SinOiMin° S Pun.4.














Ianotq.i .73 (16.1) .75 (11.0) .36 (5.0) .49(43) 3,0(49.0) 3.1 (29.0)
GOD -.072(4.0) -.01 ((.0) .042 (0.7) .031(0.1) -.045(0.6) -.042(0.7)
51$ Diploma 471(3.1) 455 (3.7) .454 (3.7) .131 (3.1) .106(2.1) .101(3.7)
Selaiioo. •,' - -.21 (1.7) - .26 (II) - .13 (0.4)
3dec11.,. y" - -.05 (0.4) . -.09 (1.0) - -.12 (1.1)
Tarn,. . . .15 (6.9) .146(7.0) - -
Tan,. Sq. . . .04 (3.9) -.010(4.1) . -
Eop.ñace . . -.03 (3.3) .041(4.3) . .
tJ.emp. Rat. . . —.03 (4.6) -.031 (5,!) -.026(4.1) -
0i.ck .. (4.7) — II (2.!) — iS (1.9) -.170(3.1) -.17 (4.0) -.11 (2.!)
Hi.penic —03 (0.6) -.05 (0.4) -.023(0.2) -.057(0.1) -.06 (II) -.09 (1.0)
RI .06 .07 II .19 .04 .07
F-iou: PS..Willy F
CED—0 .27 .2! .50 .65 -52 .45
GED-H5GRAD .10' (01 II .12 J .02 .02
flora.. n.y Mn ,lia,dS poti..ca.daq 'roalion.I n.iSng.
"Cakala's01i05 sv,rtaj McKIonno-Wiii..i.nd.,d ,,nwi In cn.,al (at LSe.n'Aodalkid7 'ad odinnood 1*,anoIfl (Append" 0).
° cantqw.nd' 10 coclnciat..i n)ocipm con.clion knfl conoulling 6w .w.ting — — lIlsk.g c,4i0g. 'a Appn.dno n4.lw* 82.
b eonnIw.d. I,, eoeIItc,au on notation conocljo. Sn. cn.l.oII'ng (on coil'g, .nn,41w4 1.. Ann.J,. oqIalont 0-2.that exclude job tenure and work experience1 we reject the hypothesis that the GED degree isequivalent
to the high school diploma ("GED = HS GRAD"). When job tenure and work experience are entered
as regressors in wage equations, there is less evidence of a distinction between the two forms of high
school certification. There is a strong negative relationship total work experience and GED status. The
wage equations at ages 25 and 28 and the labor supply equation at age 28 reveal an important role for
the local unemployment rate.3
Using conventional statistical significance levels, the NLSY data strong reject the hypothesis that
GED recipients are the labor market equals of high school graduates. The same data do not reject the
hypothesis that high school dropouts and GED recipients are indistinguishable. A closer look at the
evidence indicates, however, that GED recipients are between dropouts and graduates in their economic
standing but are a lot closer to the former than the latter. These findings suggest that with larger data
sets, it is likely (very likely if fixed significance levels are retained) that recipients of GEDs will be
shown to have a somewhat superior labor market position compared to high school dropouts.
It is plausible that the differences in economic outcomes among the GED recipients, dropouts and
high school graduates are largely due to differences in ability. (Recall the ordering reported in Table 2).
Tables IQA and lOB present estimates of augmented versions of the models presented in Tables 9A-9D
when an AFQTtestscore - interpreted as a measure of ability - is added to wage and hours of work
equations. AFQT scores may be as much a consequence as a cause of schooling, so the results shown
in these tables should be interpreted with caution. introduction of the AFQT variable tends to reduce the
precision and size of the estimated GED and high school graduation coefficients, as would be expected
'The selection-correction procedure used in this paper does not play a central role in producing
these inferences. However, it does affect the strength of the inference in the specifications of the wage
function that include tenure and experience. In Cameron and Heckman, l991b, we examine the fit of
estimated selection-corrected and uncorrected wage and labor supply functions to the data. The
selection-corrected wage models fit the data although the uncorrected wage models do not. Neither
corrected nor uncorrected hours models fit the data.
181 AlIl.E IPA: SrIrcIi,wt C,'reecleti LA'g-Wage and Lng'Itoo, Regtoori!setn (year oIlers. not te%a.tl.4(
lnclo,l,,s, 'he Srswe on the AEQI Tad tI Ate 25
rsI.li,e icr in P.renlloe.eo

























Inlercept .79 (9.0) .41 (9.1) .35 (tO) .40 (7.7) 2.7 (44.1)2,! (32.0)2.7 (31.0)2.7 (34.1)
GED -.03! (1.01 -.045(1.1) '.040(1.0) -.061(1.2) -.0510.0) -.067(1.0) -.06 (0.9)-.065410)
HZ Graduate .032 (1.3) .029(1.1) .033 (1.2) .020 (0.1) .116 (3.3) .11 (3.0) .13 (3.0) .12 (2.6)
Seteclie.. y," . .16(2.3) .12 42.0) .15 (0.5) . .04 (0.t)
Sdeciion r, . .l (4.0) . .56 (3.2) . '.9) (4.1)' -.91 (3.1)
2 'Y... Caller. CEO -.04 (0.3) -.05 (0,4) . . .064(0.1) .025(0.1) - .
2 Ytt. College 4 115 .061(1.4; .034 (0.1) . . .253 (3.6) .240 (3.6) . .
College G..d -'20 (3.0) .017 42.0) - - .303 (3.6) .209 (3.4) - .
Black -.056(2.3) -.06(2.!)-.10 (3.1) '.03 (0.1) -.1) (3.5)-06 (3.4) -.16 (3.3)-.07 (II)
Hispanic .017(0,6) -.01(0.3)-.01 (0.4) .007 (0.1) -.01 (0.3) '.04 (0.2) -.04 (1.0)-.05 (0.5)
AFQT Scow, .006(12.4) .004<4,5). (7.9) 005(7.0) .003(4.0) .003(3.0) .003(2.9) .003 (2.7)
R' .14 IS .10 .12 .06 .06 .05 .06
F-lam Probaliflity I- F
0513—0 .53 .23 .21 .22 .31 .23 .40 .30
GOD—MS GRAD .02 .04 .04 .05 .0005 0005.2 .092
°Cala.laled lining nadir's Mckis,anon-White utindard atari lit cornet lot lteIeroi4sdtMicily and estimated pariscietre cent (see Mckinaon — White. 1916).
't, coetesqoondo to coefficient on selection caotoction cent coallastlieg For working and not attending caller in Ap'poet.Jit equation 8-2.
, coe,esasd. so coefficient on selection coeneclian tenn conlealling foe college enentllrnn,t in Ajyendi. eqntueico 92.
TaLE lOB: Selection Corrected Log'Wsge and l.en:.lloor Repretoionnn (year tlrreto net reysoseled)
Including — Score en the AFQT Teal at Age 25
T-Statetics° in h°.rn.llsesea

























Intercept .56 ((.7) -31 (2.6) .51 (6.0) .54 (6.3) 2.1 (73.1) 3.5 (34.1) 2,9 (19.6) 3.0(26,0)
CEO -02(0.4) —.026(0.50) -.15 (2.1) -.1)0(2.2) -.19 (2.1) -.19 (2.1) '.23 (2.60) -.21(2.1)
115 Ge.duale -Os (2.0) .01 (1.7) .077 (1.6) .017 (1,6) .07 (1.2) .01 (1,3) .05 (0.9) .06 (1.0)
Selecison T,°° - .29 (4.1) - .06 (0.6) ' -.20(L)) - -.13 '1.0)
Selection y,ce - -.37 (2.1) - -.0' (I.?) - -.4) (3.4)' -.21 (2.5)
2 Yt,.College * GOD —u (06) -tI (0.7) . - -.22 (1,0) -.15 (0.1) - -
2 'Yea. College + 45 .17 (2.9) .16 (2.9) . - .13 (1.5) .10 (IJ) - -
College Ge.d - IS (3.1) .14 (2.4) - - .17 (2.2) .12 (1.5) - -
DItch -04 (1.4) -.1 (2.1) '.10(1.5) -.05(1.4) —.10 (2.0) O5 (0.5) -.11 (2.5) -.12 (3.5)
Hispanic .04 (1.0) -.002 (0,1) .03 (0.5) .03 (0.5) '.0! (II) -01 (0,5) -.01 (1.0) -.05 (0.!)
AFQT Scott .005(5.6) .003 (6.2) .005 (4.1) .004(3.9) .001(1.0) .002(1.7)
—
.002(1.1) .002 (1.2)
Rt -IS .16 .05 .09 .05 .0* .05 .06
F-lest hettahilityt F
050—0 .75 .s .04 .04 .04 .03 .01 .04
GEDseNS GEM) .04 .05 .005 .091 .092 .002 .005 .00!
•Calcn.t.ted suing nadirsod Mcl(iuwseosWhile Mandnsd eon., to canto) low l.etesouodaat,city acid estimated paas.wtee (tee McKinnnn sad Witit. 1956).
07, 000ttolsond. In coefficOn on selection earthen tern. cn.leclling for working sad — .lleaditg callept in A1peeujio eqttatis.n 9-2.
y, enotwesetlo to coefloctent on odecisoet Crereelton lena contoolling lot college nonlinsersI in Apspesodi. nlssatiot, 92.if the test scoremerelyproxies schooling. However, the bottom two lines of these tables reveal that the
central inferences of Tables 9A-9D are not reversed. GED recipients are statistically indistinguishable in
terms of their hourly wages and hours of work from high school dropouts and have lower wages and
hours of work than traditional high school graduates.
The observed ordering in economic status among dropouts, GET) recipients and high school
graduates may simply be due to differences in years of schooling completed. Table I IA reveals that on
average dropouts have completed one fewer year of schooling than GET) recipients. Table 1 lB
establishes that almost 60% of the GET) recipients have completed eleven years of schooling compared
to only 33% for the dropouts. About 45% of the dropouts have nine or less years of schooling compared
to only 10% of the GED recipients.
If the ordering in labor market outcomes among graduates, GED recipients and dropouts is simply
due to years of schooling completed, the value of high school exam certification as an end in itself is in
doubt. Government sponsored programs with such an emphasis are misguided.
Table 12 sheds valuable new light on this question. That table displays the effect on wages of
interacting dropout and GED indicator variables with actual years of schooling completed. The
benchmark group is dropouts with nine or fewer years of schooling. Dropouts with an additional year
of completed schooling earn S to 10% higher wages. The same is true for GED recipients (holding post-
secondary schooling constant). Differences between GET) recipients and dropouts are almost completely
accounted for by years of schooling. At the same completed schooling level a GED earns only 1% more
than a high school dropout. GED' with 11 years of completed schooling earn only 3% less than high
school graduates. Dropouts with Ii years of schooling earn only 4% less than high school graduates.
Using the P values shown at the bottom rows of the table, we do not reject the hypothesis that GET)
recipients and droputs with the same years of schooling earn the same wages. (See the first three rows









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 of schooling are also indistinguishable. (See rows four and seven). High school graduates earn
statistically significantly higher wages only compared to GED recipientsdropouts with ten or fewer
years of schooling. Note further that high school graduates who completed two year colleges earn 6%
more than GED-certified males with two years of college but this difference is not statistically strong (as
measured by "P" values). Too few GED-certified persons completed four years of college to make a
meaningfiul comparison at that education level.
Table IS pushes the analysis of Table 12 a bit flurther. When the total number of years of
schooling completed are added to the models of Tables 6A and B, one cannot reject the Mincer (1974)
specification that the coefficients on the dummy variables indicating GEl), high school graduation, and
various years of college certification are jointly insignificant at conventional significance levels. There
are no statistically precise sheepskinw or certification effects in the data controlling for the total
numberofyears of schooling completed. The GEl) cannot, after all, turn a sow's ear into a silk purse.
Thereis nocheap way to acquiretheskills obtained fromconventionalclassroom instruction.
Cameron and Heckman, 1991b, present a parallel analysis for hours of work.Again, yearsof
schooling completed, certification levels, account for differences in labor supply behavior.
C. Direct and Indirect Effects of Certification
The GED effects just discussed are nartial or jj measures that hold constant (lED effects on
post-secondary schooling and training. The total effect of (lED acquisition on wages also includes the
effect of certification on the volume of post-secondary schooling and training multiplied by the return to
this activity. Tables 7 and 8 discussed in section one reveal that (lED recipients are more likely to take
post-secondary training and schooling than high school dropouts although they are less likely to attend
and complete such programs than high school graduates.
Table 14 presents evidence on the indirect effect of (lED certification and high school graduation






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 completed more finely and to include off-the-job training, apprenticeship and company training and
military training as additional post-secondary training and schooling choices. In Cameron and Heck.man
(199 la,b) we document that it is necessary to broaden the range of post-secondary schooling and training
options considered - beyond the conventional focus on college education - in order to obtain economically
interpretable empirical models.
Table 15 reports the components needed to estimate the indirect effects reported in Table 14. In
the column labeled "estimated returns", the estimated effect of an extra unit of post-secondary schooling
or training on log wages is reported for GED recipients and high school graduates. The rates of return
to post-secondary activity for the two forms of certification arestatistically indistinguishable. (See the first
test at the base of the table). However, by age 28, the returns to college for high school graduates are
higher than they are for OW recipients. With the exception of military training, GED recipients take less
post-secondary training or schooling than high school graduates. The product of the rate of return and
the volume of training taken is the contribution of the form of the post-secondary activity reported in each
row to wages. The sum across rows is the estimated total indirect effect. The estimated direct effect is
the coefficient on GED or high school graduation holding constant year effects, post-secondary schooling
and dummy variables for race. The omitted educational category is high school dropouts.
The indirect effect of high schoolgraduation ranges between 34% to 42% of the total effect on
wages. For GED recipiency, the indirect effect ranges between 100% (at age 25) and 63% (at age 28)
of the estimated total effect.Although the estimated parameters for GED recipients are not precisely
determined, the evidence assembled in Table 14 indicates the effect of the GED on wages comes
primarily through its effect on certification for post-secondary training. The indirect effects for high
school graduates and GED recipients are nearly identical at age 25 and statistically indistinguishable at
age 28.
The evidence reported in Tables 6, 9 and IS also weakly indicates that the return to post-
21Table ISA
Direct an.] blued Eliot of CEO Recipiency and
I tip, Sciruol Gradsuelicun on Log-Wiges













One-Vms 01 College .041 (lI) .10(001).005(1.3) .045 .01
Two-Yen of College .086 (1.6) .11 (.008). (1.5)
(.019) .003 (0.5)






.001 (0.4) 1.0 (0.7) .000(0.3) .001(1.1) 7.6 (1.6)
0
.015 (0.9)
Watt. of ApprnIicS'ip or
Conae.y Tni,niag
.003(5.9) 4.0 (0.3) .013 (5.5) .007(2.8) IS (1.0) .020 (2.5)
Web. oFMilil.eylr,initug .001(1.3) 2.2 (0.3) .004(1.2) .005(2,3)
Total Indirect Effect . .061(5.4) -
3.3(1.3) .021(1.9)
Total Dire' Effect . .129 (5.3)
. .072 (1.6)
Total EIlëct . .191 (5.2) -
003 (0.2)
.Joi.,l Teal: Edimated nnu.a go.- High Sd.ool
Cnduai - Estimated .turns For CEO Recipims,
(1.1)
Probability " F — .16
Joint Test: Saunc'le nan for Hi8). School
Coadsata - Sample Meant for COD Recipient.
Probability F — .00
Table 15B
Direct .r,d Indirect Eflcu, ol CED Recipiency and
lli1h School Graduation on Lag-Wage.













One-Year olColler .131 (2.6) .09 (.010)



















.0028 (4.]) 5.5 (0.9) .0154 (3.6) .0020 (0.4) 3.3 ('.0).6 (0.3)
Week. of MilitaryTtsi,si11.l (0.2) 2.3 (0.4).2 (03).'. (1.0) 6.1
Total Indirect Elect - . .107 (4.6) .
.0036(0.8)
Total Direct E(i . • .141
(0.6)





Joint Teal: Enistal returns (or High School
Ondusaa — Estimated returns for GED Recipinsta
(0.6)
flohebility F — .12 -
Joint Tat: San''le Man, For High School
Graduates — Sample Means, for CED Recipients
Prnbahility • F • .00
Hole: Suites and Pioduet. .nay not appear enact due to tounding or the nun,ben presented above.
•t-,lati 'tic, are is payenitana toil tre coenlr.xtS .5101 Mckirmon-Wbisn .tand.rd coon.
Sta,da,d nynn of lb. ni are in parnuiha.
'The vanance of the product n calculated untie8 the delta method In get nrlfr,al - • fvsrQal. when tar(8)the
vIr,.nce of It. alimaaal return and vae(.) ue he valiance of the eamçle noran. Their is no envitttnce .1°c. 8 antI $an.
neshaganal. Hole 'hal ignoting the valiance of the sample nwan gives us the lame tetnisul.- g., the ,wod,acts.i 1°, the
r.sllenale,] return.. Including ha len.. a we ds. mules little IF toy diFFerence in ib. 1-etalisik oF the' producl.
"(Ieee wee. I.. CEO tacipienlu who had completed college byage 25.secondary schooling and training differs between high school graduates and GED recipients. These
differences are only partlyaccountedfor by the lesser amount of time spent in post-secondary education
by GED recipients. One possible source of these differences is the choice of curriculum within each type
of post-secondary education but we have no direct evidence on this issue.
E. The Effect of the GED on Unemployment. Labor Force Activity and Job Tenure
Table 16 presents mean proportions of time spent unemployed, mean weeks of job tenure and
mean weeks out of the labor force for high school graduates, GED recipients and high school dropouts.
At age 28, GEl) recipients have hiffher unemployment rates than dropouts or high school graduates1 and
1Qu job tenure than the other educational groups. Their labor force activity more closely resembles
that of high school dropouts than high school graduates. At age 25, the same patterns are found except
that GED recipients have slightly lower unemployment rates than high school dropouts.
Tables 17A and 17R report regressions of unemployment and job tenure on the same baseline
variables used in Tables 6 and 9. (rime out of the labor force is not separately analyzed since it can be
generated from the time unemployed and hours of work equations.) At age 25 and 28, GED recipients
are indistinguishable from dropouts and are sharply and unfavorably distinguished from high school
graduates. These results hold up even when years of schooling are entered as separate regressors. (See
Cameron and Heckman, 1991b)
F.SomeLon2itudinal Evidence
Using the longitudinal structure of the NLSY, we compare avarietyof characteristics of GEl)
recipients in the year before and after they receive their certificate, Table ISA excludes persons in the
military in the year before or after receiving the GEl).' There is little evidence of any GED-induced
change in labor market outcomes in these tables, although the small sample sizes may preclude precise
'The exclusion of military personnel is done to avoid making pay comparisons between military
and civilian wage scales. The exclusion turns out not to affect our conclusions,
22Table 16
MeanProportion of Time Spent Unemployed Last
Year, Weeks of Tenure, and Weeks
Out of the Labor Forte Last Year
(Standard Errors of The Mean in Parentheses)
ForPersonsNotinCollege
A. Age 25
HS Graduate GED Dropout
Proportion of Time
Unemployed Last Yea?
.106(0.01) .180(.02) .207 (.01)
Total Weeks otTenurC 121.5 (3.1) 76.2 (6.5) 90.5 (2.8)
Weeks Out-Of-Labor
ForceLast Yeaf'
2.2 (0.2) 14 (0.3) 47 (0.4)
B. Age28
115 Graduate GED Dropout
Proportion of Time
Unemployed Last Year
.080 (.01) .203 (.03) .170 (.02)
Total Weeks of Tenure 178.0 (5.5) 9&2 (14.1) 132.2(9.0)
Weeks Out-Of-Labor
Force LastYea?'
2.9 (0.3) 6.7 (1.8) 7.0 (0.9)
Tor individuals not in college —weeksunemployed/(52 weeks -timeout-of-labor force).
Tenure is total weeks of tenure on current or last job, using individuals who held a job in the last calendar year


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































MeantFor Those WorkingBeforeand Afte? Obtaining the CED








hourly W.ge 101 1.7$ 0.08 1.80 0.01
Annual Earnings 107 2901.1 208.45 2945.6 212.20
Annual limit. 101 1541.1 16.61 1563.3 73.3
Annual Week, Worked 101 38.0 1.46 31.7 1.41
Current Tenure (Week.) 101 59A 6.05 58.50 6.43
Esperience (Weeks) 107 983 6.13 126.5 8.48
Eve, Been in the Military 107 .05 0.02 -NA- -NA-
Ever Taken VocalionalTraining 107 .15 0.04 .20 0.04
Ever Received Company
Training or Apprenticeship
107 .03 0.15 .06 0.02
CueTeni Voc.uionC training 107 -NA- -NA- .07 0.02
Current Company Training' or
Apprenticeship
107 -NA- -NA- .03 0.02
4eans are calculatedatthe interviewbeforeobtaining the CEO and at Ike interview after obtaining the
CEO. Those in secondary achoolornot working for another inane before obtaining the CEDand
thoseattending collegeornot working for another reset,., after obtaining the CEO are eacluded.
fl,ie vanable is one if the individual had a vocationaltraining peogesrll withie one year ofIhe lime of
receiving the GED.
Ibis variable is coded one if the individual participatedinany company training or apprenticeship
program within one year of the time of receiving the CED.
Table lID
Before and After W.ge Comparisons
Fox CEO Recipients lo Worked Before and After Receiving Their Degree
(Standard Error of Mean in Parentheses)
Proportion Before 2 Yenes After DiffeteacC
San,. lob Before and
2 Year. After
58% 2.03 (.21) 2.11 (.22) .01 (.14)
Any Job Ornngea
After The CEO
52% 1.59 (.07) 1.90 (.11) .31 (.13)
Total 100% L70 (.01) t.95 (.10) 25 (.11)
Note: anrsivieiaalt in ant Military either al Itte 1ea: rielore or alter Inc utu are etetuded as are ittdivttiiiatt in
eclsool before or in calkge after.
ibeatandardester ia conspired assuming the v.nance of the difference ie given by var(wage before) +
vasjwqe after) - 2 cov(wsge before, wage after).detennination of these changes.
In Cameron and Heckman(1991b), we documentthat GED recipients are more likely to change
jobs than are high school dropouts. Since a significant portion of the wage growth of young men comes
from job changing, it is interesting to compare the wage growth of GED recipients who change jobs
they receive the GED with the wage growth of GED recipients who stay put. Table 18B reveals that
post-GED job changers receive some increase in wages but it is unclear how much of this growth to
attribute to job changing and how much to attribute to receipt of the GED.
G. The Effect of Mismeasurement of GED Status On CPS-Base4
Studies Of'flie Chaninp Returns To School 1fl2
Until recently (1988), the Current Population Survey did not distinguish GED recipients from
high school graduates. It is natural to ask How much of the measured difference in log-wage between
four-year college graduates and pooled GED and traditional high school graduates is due to inappropriate-
ly assuming that the two categories of high school certification have the same economic reward"? Using
the estimates reported in Tables 9A and 9C combined with estimates based on pooling exam-certified high
school graduates with traditional high school graduates, we obtain the numbers reported in Table 19.
Inappropriate pooling of the two forms of high school certification raises the measured difference high
school graduates and four-year college graduates by a modest 7% at age 25, and 6% at age 28.
Inappropriate pooling has modest effects on two year - four year college differentials and two year - high
school differentials as well.
In Cameron and Heckman (199 la,b) we document that inappropriate pooling of the two forms
of certification has only minor effects on CPS based estimates of the effects of school graduation on
transitions to post-secondary schooling.
Summary and Conclusion




on College - Traditional High SchoolWage
Differential













Pooled .210 .147 .219 .193
Separated .195 .136 .207 .183
% Reduction in
Differential
7.1% 7.5% 5.6% 5.7%
Two-Year College -TraditionalHigh School
Wage_Differential










Pooled .098 .069 .175 .157
Separated .091 .064 .181 .162
% Reduction in
Differential
8.9% 7.5% -3.4% -3.2%
Two-Year College -FourYear College
Wage Differential













Pooled .109 .078 .044 .034
Separated .103 .072 .027 .018
% Reduction in
Differential
5.6% 8.5% 37% 9.1%credentials achieved by means of exam-certification rather than by the traditional route of high school
graduation. The growth in exam certification helps to reconcile the recent decline in the proportion of
17 year old high school graduates and the constancy in the proportion of 20-24 year olds with high school
certificates. Exam certification is the principal vehicle through which black high school certification rates
have approached that of whites. This paper explores the causes and consequences of this phenomenon.
The main conclusion of this paper is that exam-certified high school equivalents are statistically
indistinguishable from high school dronouts. Both dropouts and exam-certified equivalents have
comparably poor wages, earnings, hours of work, unemployment experiences and job tenure. CEO-
certified persons are intermediate between traditional graduates and high school dropouts in their
measured ability and in their market status. They are much closer to dropouts than graduates. Controlling
for ability, CED-certifled males have inferior labor market status compared to high school graduates.
Our main conclusion is strengthened when account is taken of years of schooling completed.
Whatever difference is found among GED recipients, dropouts and high school graduates is largely
accounted for by years of schooling. There is no cheap substitute for classroom instruction. Educational
programs that focus on the GED as an end in itself are misguided.
Whatever economic return exists from CEO recipiency arises from its value in opening post-
secondary schooling and training opportunities. CEO recipients take less post-secondary training than
high school graduates (military training is an exception to this rule), and receive lower returns - especially
for their college education. The available evidence indicates that CEO recipients who attend college take
a more vocationally oriented curriculum than high school graduates. Both anecdotal and econometric
evidence suggests little direct market value for the CEO controlling for returns from post-secondary
training.
An important qualification to this analysis should be stated. The sampling frame of the NLSY has
forced us to confine our attention to the early stages of adulthood. It is possible that CEO recipients and
24high school dropouts will look more dissimilar at older ages and that GED recipients and high school
graduates will look more similar. That issue can only be settled by looking at later waves of the NLSY
data not currently available or by using other data sources with older persons.
Since the economic value of GED recipiency is low, its recent dramatic growth as a means of
high school certification is apparently paradoxical. Our investigation of the political economy of the GED
resolves this paradox. Federal and state Adult Basic Education programs subsidize GED test taking and
use GED recipiency as a measure of monitoring bureaucratic performance in these programs. The growth
in finding and participation in these programs tracks the time series of liED recipiency closely. These
subsidies to test-taking partly resolve the paradox.
In addition, over the past twenty five years, there has been dramatic growth in the federal subsidy
to post-secondary schooling and training programs. High school certification is a requirement for
participation in these programs. This subsidy has created a derived demand for liED certification.
The evidence assembled here strongly suggests that the dramatic rise in liED certification is a
consequence of Federal and state government policies. The direct subsidy to certification and the derived
demand for liED certification in order to receive subsidies for post-secondary training reconcile the low
gross economic returns to certification and the rapid growth in GED recipiency.
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27Appendix A
Introduction
Appendix A contains several supplemental discussions and the means for the data used in our
empiricalanalysis. It is organized as follows:Section1 containsa brief description of theNLSY
data. Section2describestheNLSYdataweuse forthe analysis of self-selection decisions. Section
3 describes the county average earnings variable. Section 4 describes the AFQT score. Section 5
contains a description of the wage and labor market outcome data. Section 6 presents a discussion of
GED exam preparation. Section 7 presents estimates of wage equations, taking into account intra-
familycorrelationof the residuals.
1.BackgroundontheNLSYData
The micro dataweuseare from the1979-1987 wavesofthe National LongitudinalSurvey of
Youth (NLSY). TheNLSY includes a randomlychosen sampleof6,111 U.S.youthsand asupple-
mental sample of5,296randomlychosenblack,hispanic,andnon-black,non-hispanic, economically-
disadvantaged youths. The youths were ages 13-20 in 1978 andwereinterviewed annually beginning
in 1979. Oursampleconsistsof males who were in the randomsample,theblacksupplemental
sample, andthe hispanic supplementalsample. From thesesamplesa totalof 3,003 observations are
availablefromtherandomsample, 1,105 from the supplemental black sample, and729from the
supplemental hispanicsample.Combining the blacksfrom therandomsample andthe blacksfrom the
supplementalsample, wehavea totalof1461 randomly-chosen blacks.Similarly, wehave 939
randomly-chosenhispanics. Finally,fromjusttherandomsample we havea totalof 2437randomly-
chosen non-black, non-hispanic youths.
2. Datafor theAnalysisSelfSelection Decisions
Oneadvantage oftheNLSY data is itsrichvarietyof measures onfamilybackground, schoolquality, location, and ability- To measure family background we extract variables on the highest
grade completed of the mother and lather; income in 1978 of the respondent's parents; occupation of
each parent; the number of living siblings; whether the respondent came from a broken home at age
14; whether the respondent was black, hispanic, or neither; and regional labor market characteristics
at age 14 and in each sample year. Finally, we can identi' the state and county of each respondent
for each sample year, as well as the state in which the respondent lived at age 14. The county and
state unemployment rate from the NLSY are merged with supplementary measures of county and state
labor market conditions. Finally, as a measure of ability, we use test scores from the Armed Services
Vocational Aptitude Battery. administered to all NLSY respondents in 1980. This test is described
below.
For about 10% of our sample, Family Income had missing values for one of two reasons:
first, because of invalid skips in the interview; and second, because the family income questions
pertained to the respondent's family and not that of his parental family.
Another two percent of the potential sample was deleted because of missing values in the
highest grade completed variable for the mother or the father. Even individuals from a broken home
were likely to report a highest grade completed for both parent-s.
3. Data on Local Labor Market Conditions
We describe the County Average Earnings variable in this section, From the NLSY data we
know the state and county for each respondent for each year of the survey starting in 1978. and for
the state at age 14. It also has county unemployment rates for each year. However, since we could
identi& each state and county, we merged into our data a supplementary data set from the Bureau of
Economic Analysis' containing more detailed measures of labor market conditions by industry for the
'We would like to thank Joe Hotz and Seth Sanders for supplying us with the tapes and
documentation for these data.
2years 1969to 1986. These data, collected mostly from state unemployment insurance programs,
contain measures of total full-time and part-time employment and earningsbothin the county and
state for each major industry. Using these measures, we constructed variables for average earnings
per job for each skilled industry by county and state for tacit individual in the NLSY.
4. Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery
In 1980, the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB) was administered to
NLSY respondents, with a completion rate for the total sample of approximately 94%. The NLSY
respondents were ages 16 to 23 when the test was taken. Groups of S to 10 persons were tested at
more than 400 sites throughout the country, and each individual was given a 50 dollar honorarium for
completing the test.
The ASVAB consists of a battery of ten tests: general science, arithmetic reasoning, word
knowledge, paragraph comprehension, numerical operations, coding speed, auto and shop
information, mathematics knowledge, mechanical comprehension, and electronics information. The
military uses ASVAB scores to determine eligibility and assignment qualifications for new enlistees.
In particular, the Armed Services Qualification Test (AFQT) sums word knowledge, arithmetic
reasoning, paragraph comprehension, and one-half of numeric operations. The AFQT is a general
measure of trainability and isa primary criterion for enlistment eligibility for the Armed Forces. It is
the measure of ability used in our analysis.
5.Analysisof Wages and Labor Supply
To examine the effects of having a GED or High School diploma on hourly wages and labor
supply, we take a subset of our data that were sampled at ages 25 and 28. For 25-year-olds, we
include everyone between ages 16 and 20 in January of 1978. Altogether, 3139 individuals from the
random hispanic supplement and black supplement are interviewed at age 25. For our study of wages
3at age 28, we could include onlythose ages 19and 20 and a portion of those who were age 18 in
January of 1978, for a total of 1284. Of these, approximately 6.5% were dropped at each age
because of missing values in the job tenure variables, or because hourly wages weregreater than $50
or less than $.40 (1967 dollars). Our sample has 2926 males age 25, and 1199 males age 28years
old. For those few in the military, the hourly wage was constructed using a measure of military
income that includes allowances for housing and food and other specialpay. Hourly wage is scaled
in 1967 dollars and is the wage received on the current or last job during the time of the interview. If
an individual was enrolled in college during the past survey year, he was counted as being enrolled in
college and was excluded from our analysis on wages. Those who were counted as unemployed or
out-of-the-labor force for a reason other than school attendance were those with no job during the
survey year who were not in school. Definitions of all the variables used in this analysis, including
those used in the decision rule for the selection correction follow.
Hourly Wage Hourly wage in 1967 dollars at the current or most recent job.
Annual Earnings Earnings for last year in 1967 dollars.
Annual Weeks Total weeks worked last calendar year.
Annual Hours Total hours worked last calendar year.
Tenure Tenure in weeks at the current or most recent job.
Experience Total experience in weeks excluding weeks worked in high school and
weeks at the current or most recent job, since the individual was 16
years old.
UnemploymentiOut of Those who have no job during the previous year and are not in
The Labor Force college.
6. Where the GED is Obtained
Table A-I presents evidence on where individuals obtained the GED. Roughly 10-13% of thefl
4sample obtains the GED in the military.(Thesepersons are older than our sample average.
Beginning in the early 1980', the all-voluntary-military reauired a GED or high school graduation for
admission). Roughly 3% of all GEDs were obtained in college programs. Blacks are much more
likely and whites are much less likely to receive GED degrees while in government-sponsored-training









The Military 11% 9% 10% 13%
A College-Sponsored
Program
3% 3% 2% 3%
A Government-
Training Program"
8% 13% 7% 4%
Vocational school" 3% 3% 3% 4%
Secondary School 25% 26% 28% 23%
None of the Above 50% 46% 50% 53%
N 404 121 84 199
The cells are detined exc usively according to which program was taken most recently, though
overlap between cells was minimal. GED must have been received between January 1, 1978
and the interview date in 1987.
The individual is counted in one of these cells if he had attended the program within four months
of receiving the GED.
7. Intra-family Correlations
One feature of the NLSY sampling scheme is that it includes all children living in a
randomly-chosen household who were in the relevant age range. Since we can identify household
S
Table Al
Preparation for the GED Exam
Programs Attended in the Last Six Months'members in the data, we estimate the Intra-class correlation coefficient for houshold members apply a
GLS to the log-wage and log-hours regressionsreportedin the text. The estimates change little from
the OLS estimate. For example, in Model 1 at age 25 with only black and hispanic indicator
variables and High School graduate and GED indicators, we estimated the intra4amily coefficient
component to be .095. Twenty-three percentof the sample have a brother who was working at age
25. Applying a standard GLS procedure we obtain the following estimates (t statistics are in
parentheses):
01_s cl_S
GED .0535 (1.395) .0541 (1.411)
High School Graduate .1892 (7.825) .1900 (7.869)
The change is only about 1% for the estimated GED coefficient and associated test statistic. It is even
less for High School graduates. For the other specifications reported in Table ISA, the estimated
intra-family coefficient was between .085 and .069. Similarly trivial changes in the estimates were




We seek to estimate die parameter vector . We use a sample of working persons not in college.
Wages of working students - most of whom hold part-time jobs - are excluded, We correct for both
sources of exclusion: not-working and 0in college. We specify linear utility functions. For
individual i,
(B-i) U11 = Xfl1 + V11 (working and not enrolled in college at the indicated age in the
survey year following ages 25 or 28)
= Xfl2 + V (enrolled in college in survey year following ages 25 or 28)
U, = V, (not working in survey year following ages 25 or 28)
normalized the coefficients of the regressors in U, to zero, so that we have for each
Pr1(work) = Pr(U,1 - U>0. U11-U,1>0)
-
= Pr(V11 - V > XMr$i), V11 - V,1 > - Xfl1).
Lettingt711 = V11-V and =V11-V,1,
PrØ11 >X(fl$1), ij > -Xflj.










1We estimate theparameters5,. fl2, andthecovariancematrixof11 and usingthe multinomial
probitalgorithm ofBorsch-Supan and Hajivassiliou (1990). Assuming that can be decomposed into
a normal and non-normaladditive componentPuwith thelatterunaffectedbyselection, we obtain
(B-3) +p1pA.;,j= 1,2.
Forthewage equation, we have
EQn W1 working andnot in college)
(B-4) = EQn W1 > )ç(fl2fl) q> - Xft1)
= ZçØ + ,E(q11 I 17> X1($2-flj,> - Xfl)
+ 'EØ I> X2-$1), > - Xflj.
Usingestimates of 5.52, andthe covariance matrix of q, and weevaluate the two truncated
moments above, using equation (3) on page 225 of Talus (1961), using Monte Carlo simulation to
form the orohahilicies in that expression. A thousand replications were taken to compute each
probability accurately. The parameters 4, and72arethen estimated from the wage equation.
For the models with no selection, we use the McKinnon-Wbite (1985) standard errors to
account for more general forms of heteroskedasticity. For models with selection, we need to correct
for the variance of the estimated parameters in the first step. The selection-corrected regression is
In W4= 4 + t1X1W1fl2,V)+72X2(fl1ft,,V)+,,
wherefi and $2aredefined above and V is the covariance matrix of SI and 5,. Rewriting we have
1nW — + y1A1(A,,BJ +
+ Y'(X,(P',Pk)—A,(B1tft,,) + y2(A2(1,fl2,P) — A,(fl,,B,,1) +
2The third and fourth terms arise from the error due to the variance in estimated parameters from the
first step. The covariance matrix we use is formed by taking McKinnon-White standard errors on the
diagonal. The off-diagonal elements are the elements from the estimated error in the first-step
estimation, from above.
MOdel 2 is defined inclusively for samples of persons who have not attended college up to
ages 25 or 28. They may have taken non-collegiate training courses.
U1, U2, U,refer,respectively, to:
U1workingandnever attended college at indicated age for the survey year.
U2 = ever attended college by indicated age.
U,=not working at indicated age for the survey year.
Coefficients and estimation procedures are identical to those defined for Model I.
The coefficients of the probit models used to generate the sample selection corrections for
samples at ages 25 and 28 are given in Tables B-I and B-2, respectively. A positive coefficient
indicates that an increase in the associated variable raises the probability of being in the state relative
to a no-work-no-college state. There are few surprises in this table. A minor surprise is that
family income at age Li raises the probability that a person works and does not attend college relative
to theno-work-not-attending-collegestate.
Goodness-of-fit Tests
To assess the fit of the model to the data, we calculate goodness-of-fit tests that compare data
simulated from our model to the actual data. From the wage equation and equation (B-2) above, we
have
In W1 = ZQ + yiii + 7'7a + P.
We assume {,j, i} and p1 are normally distributed. The validity of our estimation results do























Intercept 2.8 (7.9) 0.21 (0.45) 2.9 (6.9) 0.81 (1.6)
Number of Siblings -.01 (0.60) -.041 (2.20) -.002 (0,14) -.05 (2.40)
Family Income at
Age 17








.03 (1.57) .10 (4.11) .025(1.2) .10 (4.25)
Broken Home —29 (2.85) -.28 (2.30) -.25 (2.40) -.2.8 (2.26)
Farm Residence
Age 14
.46 (1.13) .37 (1.23) .41 (1.50) .52 (1.75)
South, Age 14 .12 (1.2!) .04 (0.34) .131 (1.20) .01 (0.54)
Black -.43 (3.70) -.40 (2.84) -.41 (3.24) -.33 (2.28)
Hispanic .14 (0.85) .42 (2.34) .10 (0.62) .53 (2.89)
Current County
Unemp. Rate
-.05 (5.86) -.04 (3.14) -.09 (6.04) -.05 (3.30)
County AveragC
Earnings, Unskilled
-.04 (1.01) -.143 (2.76) -.09 (1.91) -.161 (3.01)
Covariance
Struclure
Var(V,).0561 Var(V,) a 1.0
Cov(V,. V2) = .052
Var(V1) —.139 Var(V2) — 1.0
Cov(V,. V3) a .144
We adopt the conventional normalization Var(V) — 1, COV(V1, V3) = 0 COV(V3, V,).
Thfeasured in the year when the decision 10 obtain the GEl) or high school was made.
4Table B-2
DecisionRules AtAge 2$ ForSelectionCorrection of Wage Estimates




















Intertept 2.14 (3.75) -.35 (0.52) 2.29 (3.73) .96 (1.40)
Number of Siblings -.01 (0.41) -.04 (1.15) -.022 (0.80) -.073 (2.31)
Family Income at
Age 17








.050 (1.42) .090 (2.42) .044 (1.82) .140 (3.75)
Broken Home -.064 (0.40) -.002 (0.02) .020(0.11) .106 (0.50)
Farm Residence
Age 14
-.202(0.70) -.963 (1.95) -.034 (0.10) -.16 (0.40)
South, Age 14 .301 (1.83) .181 (0.90) .365 (2.00) .211(1.00)
Black -.460 (2.50) -.50 (2.10) -.565 (2.62) -.575 (2.40)
Hispanic .223 (0.92) .452 (1.60) .233 (0.84) .642 (2.13)
Current County
Unemploy. Rate
-.070 (3.02) -.031 (2.02) -.071 (2.60) -.030 (2.08)
County AverngC
Earnings, Unskilled
-.080 (1.52) -.161(2.16) -.091 (1.30) -.191 (2.10)
Covariance
Stnsctur(




We adopt theconventionalnormalization Var(V,) =I.Cov(V, V,) =0=Cov(V,, V,J.
Th(easuredin the year when the decision to obtain the GEl) or high school was made.
5and gauge the performance of the model,' The parameters , y,, and y, are estimated from the wage
regression,andthe normalized covarlance matrix, V, of (,, 'bj is estimated from the multinomial
probit. The s inequation(B-I)arealso estimated bymultinomial probit.
We generatethe simulateddatain the followingway. First, forthose working,i.e.,in state I
in(B-I),we calculate X1( - fi,) and-Xfi,. We thendrawa bivariate normal with meanzero and
covariance V; if171 > X,($2 - $,) and 173> -Xfl1, then we form c = + 7217n + A where p1 is
distributed normally with mean zero. The variance of p is calculated in the following way: estimate
the variance oft, Var (e), from the residuals of the selection-corrected wage regression. However,
Var(c) =Var(,) + y' Vn(i) + 1', 72 Cov(%,IS + Var(p). We know y,, y, and the elements
of the covariance matrix V; so we have identified Var(p). Using the estimates of from the wage
equation, we thus calculate
W = ZQ + 71171 + 7:'lm + Pi.
Following this procedure for each individual 1000 times, we then calculate the predicted distribution
using the simulated data. We then compare the predicted distribution against the empirical
distribution and calculate a Kolmogrov-Smirnov statistic, which tells us the maximum vertical distance
between the empirical and predicted distributions. We also form a chi-square test.2 The chi-square
test is constructed as follows. Let P,,(t) and P2(t) denote the predicted and empirical distributions.
At the decile-values of the predicted distribution, we evaluate
where (U = P,(Q - P,(t-1)
andI(t) = - P(-1)
'Allowing p to be non-normal in a general way enables the unconditional (on the regressors)
distribution to be perfectly fit, although obviously not all conditional distributions can be fit rovlded
that the distribution of p1 is not permitted to depend on regressors in an arbitrary fashion).
'These tests should be corrected for parameter estimation. However, as discussed in Heckman
and Walker (1990), these corrections have been shown to be of secondary importance in numerous





Summingover i, we obtain a chi-squarestatistic withfour degrees of freedom.
7